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Energy Supply Team 

Ameresco currently provides energy efficiency and infrastructure services to 
customers throughout the US. In our role as energy supply consultants, Ameresco 
personnel have negotiated numerous 3rd Party Supply contracts for various clients since 
2002. Ameresco is very familiar with utility tariff supply rates and often calculates 
comparisons for our clients of the cost of 3rd Party Supply versus the cost of utility 
tariff rates, as well as comparison of gas and electric costs to client budget dollars. 

Biographies of Bruce McLeish and Douglas J. Mitchell, key staff persons involved in 
applicant's energy-related activities: 

Bruce McLeish 
Vice President of Energy Supply and Risk Management 

Bruce McLeish is the Vice President of Energy Supply and Risk Management. He is 
responsible for establishing visibility and market penetration in the commercial, 
industrial and retail business segments for Ameresco' s supply-side and risk management 
services, including the AXIS data and invoice management product. 

Mr. McLeish has more than 25 years of professional energy industry experience focused 
on wholesale and retail energy commodities as well as the sale of renewable attributes. 
Prior to joining Ameresco, he held the position of Executive Vice President, Power 
Marketing for Fibrowatt in Langhorne, Pennsylvania where he was responsible for the 
development of biomass-fueled power plants. Additionally, Mr. McLeish spent nine 
years in various management positions with Constellation NewEnergy with responsibility 
for wholesale origination, product management, deal structuring, and portfolio 
management. He managed a team of70 professionals and was responsible for 
commercial and industrial products yielding $350M in gross margin. Prior to 
Constellation, he spent 14 years at Northeast Utilities in a variety of functions including 
origination and trading. 



Mr. McLeish earned his M.A. in Professional Writing and Publishing from Emerson 
College and a B.S. in Chemical Engineering from Syracuse University. He also 
completed M.B.A. course work at Lally School of Management, Rensselaer at Hartford. 

Douglas J. Mitchell 
Director, Energy Supply Management 

With more than 20 years of experience in the energy business, Mr. Mitchell currently 
oversees the procurement of natural gas and electricity for industrial, commercial and 
institutional clients throughout the United States and Canada. In addition to managing a 
staff of experienced energy procurement professionals, Mr. Mitchell engages in strategy 
planning and direct supply negotiations on behalf of decision makers at Ameresco's 
client organizations, including Fortune 500 companies. 

Since 1998, Mr. Mitchell and his staff have managed energy procurement and energy 
price risk management for clients in all sectors. Current clients represent more than $1.5 
billion in annual energy spend. Since its inception, the group has created more than 
$100 million in energy savings, and successfully helped clients avoid many millions of 
dollars more in commodity market price risk. 

In a previous position, Mr. Mitchell served as Energy Portfolio General Manager at 
Alliant Energy, with functional responsibility over central dispatch of 5,000 MW of 
electric generation, reliability, bulk power purchase and sale, and management of a 50+ 
Bcf per year portfolio of natural gas supply, pipeline capacity and contracted storage. 

Mr. Mitchell spent 13 years at Wisconsin Power and Light (WPL), Alliant Energy's 
predecessor, in various positions of increasing responsibility in the areas of natural gas 
and bulk power purchase and sale, generation dispatch, and natural gas rates. During this 
time, Mr. Mitchell was also responsible for developing and implementing strategies 
designed to enhance profitability from performance-based gas rates while maintaining 
reliability and adhering to corporate risk management policies. 


